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Abstract:

[This presentation will be in French]

Since both English and Japanese spas have a long history, they are often described in
literature. However, we find few studies comparing spas in both England and Japan. This paper
analyzes the differences in perception and representation of spas between them, as evidenced
in literary examples from the 18th century.
The use of spas for curing various illnesses has long been tied to myths and religions. In
England, the goddess Minerva was first celebrated in Bath before a Christian abbey was built
in the 7th century. In a Shinto legend, a lesser divinity recovered his health from bathing in a
hot spring. So the Japanese built shrines or temples near hot springs. We can find also another
common trait through the presence of animals: in Bath, pigs (according to Bladud’s legend),
while in many Japanese legends, people understood as well the benefits of spa waters by
observing foxes, bears or monkeys healing their wounds in such waters.
However, there is a major difference in their history. In early Christianity, Europeans
thought that spas, developed by Romans, were an immoral and pagan habit. Afterward, as they
believed that plague epidemics were the wrath of God, there were calls for closing spas. During
the same period, the religious custom of Seyoku spread in Japan. It is the holiday when temples
provide their spas free to the public. Following the scripture of Onsen-Kyo, in which Buddha
teaches the importance of cleansing both body and spirit through bathing, the people prayed in
such spas.
So, what kind of influence do these differences have upon literature? In England, we
find two types of writings: travelogues and novels. The travel records of Celia Fiennes who
visited famous spas contain valuable information on the traditions and the customs in the 18th
century. In the novels of Jane Austen, Bath is the special town where various people meet. The
truth of each person, less obvious in other places, is exposed there. As for Japan, the most
famous Haiku poet, Matsuo Basho, went on a journey through Japan in the second part of the
17th century and wrote about spas; his poems are combined with his travel accounts. In the
18th century a humorous short poem, Senryu, was in fashion among common people and many
Senryu were about spas: for example, a man went secretly to a spa and prayed to Buddha to
recover from syphilis.

Thus, spas, rejected for religious reasons for several centuries in England, lost their
original mystique to evolve into a social and literary place for the wealthy. In Japan, spas
remained linked to Buddhism, retaining their original and poetic traits for all people. Today,
spas and their surrounding continue to fascinate, as evidenced by their presence in literature
and in films, in England as well as in Japan.
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